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1. Problem and purpose of the research
This article could be a proposal for artistic action,
using a methodology inspired in the process of cul-
tural change operated in East Asia since the middles
of the XX century, where amazing cultural transfor-
mations have merged as a result, including art and art
education.
Although we do not normally think about it, we
all know that some things that were originally from
West, once imported to Japan, then, would be re-
exported to West as new culture. When we speak of
the local and the global, we are aware of the relativity
of these concepts if we analyze the cultural exchanges
and their typical rounds trips between East and West.
Additionally of those well documented exchanges,
there have been similarities and relationships that
have been completely unnoticed, such as the similarity
between the Spanish visual poet Felipe Bosso and the
Japanese visual poet Niikuni Seiichi, and specially the
relationship between the Spanish painter Miró and the
Japanese poet Shuzo Taquiguchi.
Turning to art education, and related to the im-
pact of Japanese visual culture, Nobuo Tsuji (2005:
125), in his book, History of Japanese Art (Nihon
Bijutsu no Rekishi), wrote, “Japanese comics have
been known globally as ‘manga’, and in Japan, they
have been taken up as exhibition themes of museums,
being frequently critiqued.” The words, “manga” and
“anime” - a Japanese abbreviated word for ‘animation’,
are accepted internationally. Isao Takahata (1999)
called “choju-giga” (caricatures of frolicking animals
and birds) ‘12th -century animation’, and explains that
they were drawn in the similar manner as today’s
‘anime’. He says that the culture of painting and
drawing that had been originally imported from China
became Japanese painting, and that already was the
origin of today’s ‘anime’. In the art education guide-
line for junior high schools set by the Course of Study
that defined the standard of Japanese education in
1998 includes as its contents, ‘video image, manga,
media art and illustration, and its 2008 revised version
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Abstract
This article, conceptually, is based on the learning process involved in the own culture appropriation through the
art concepts attached to uniqueness and reconstruction. According to this, the Modern Asian art could be considered
a methodological model for cultural reconstruction, transferable on the one hand to the Spanish sense of uniqueness,
on the other hand we could think over its big potential for art education. Although a sort of cultural deconstruction was
carried out by the Spanish painter Goya at the beginning of the XIX century, we will pay attention to the East Asia art
as a conceptual frame. The process spinning around the own culture from conceptual and globalized standards, was
firstly experienced in Japan, and hence spread towards South Korea, Taiwan and China.
The idea for this article is inspired partially by an initiative called Recyclaspain, but also by the comparative art
education research between the UAM University in Madrid and the University of Toyama in Japan. Recyclaspain,
originally, intended to create and upload pictures of artworks whose subject was related to the revision of the icons of
what we usually meant by “Spanish” or constituent a sort of Spanish imagery in a national sense of uniqueness.
Initially, it began as a proposal on Facebook, where a number of artists worked out with this purpose. Nevertheless,
soon after it was more than evident the benefit of making real objects in clay, through the earthenware, is a very
ancestral material and technique used in Spain from the Neolithic Age. It follows that the term clay evolved into
another: reci-clay-Spain. Finally, we will point out some reflections about the use of this methodology for art education
in Japan and Spain, given that in both countries does exists an important national cultural heritage that makes sense the
use of both concepts: cultural reconstruction and uniqueness.
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